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ABSTRACT 

The unsaturated flow equation in one dimension has been solved 
using two types of techniques_ The first technique involves the 
solving of the partial differential equati()n for flow in rigid un
saturated porous media using implicit finite difference approach_ 
The second technique is based on step function model and is 
solved by developing the Green and Ampt approach. Both tech
nique. are used to calculate the amount of water drained from 
initially saturated profile to a moving water table. 

ABSTRAK 

PersamtJtJl1 aliran talc tepu di dalam satu dimenst telah diselesailcan 
dengan menggunalcan dua jenis telcnile. Yang pertama ialah menye
lesailcan persamaan pembezaan separa yang meliputi pergeralcan 
air di dalam ruang (media) telap dengan menggunalcan pendelcatan 
pembezaan terhingga yang tersirat. Telcnile yang Icedua ialah ber
dasarlcan model fungsi langlcah dan menyelesailcan. dengan menggu' 
nalcan penyelesaian lcu4Sl~analisis. Kedua-dua telcnilc adalah ber
tujuan untulc mengira banyaJcnya air yang dialirlcan Ice aras air 
tanah yang bergeralc. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are two types of model to describe the water movement 
in the porous media for unsaturated case. The first type is a com
oriiation of Darcy's and continuity equations whicb govern tbe 
actual water movement in the soil en a macroscopic scale~ The 
second type is based on a capillary tube model and assume that 
the area under the step function is approximately the same as 
that under the actual-curve. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF FLOW IN UNSATURATED SYSTEMS 

Two different approaches have been "sed in the numerical analysis 
of flow in unsaturated -systems. In one, the water content has 
been used as the dependent variable and in the other the pressure 
head. For the gravity drainage regime the assumptions have 
generally been initial profile saturation and a stationary water 
table. Numerical solution of the differential equation describing 
gravity drainage have been obtained by various investigators using 
two different approaChes. l.ia Kopoulous (1964), Whisler and 
Watson (1908) and Jensen and Hanks (1967) wrote the differen-
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tial equation with pressure head as the dependent -variable, while 
Wassmuth et aI. (1966) used water content as the dependent 
variable. The pressure head form of the flow equation for ver
tical isothermal flow in a rigid porous material may be written 
as:-

C(h) ill!. c l 
at az (I) 

where 

h is the pressure head 

t is the time 

z is the vertical ordinate measured positively upwards 

K(h) is the hydraulic conductivity as a function of pressure head 

C(h) is the soil water capacity 

Equation (1) is a non-linear form second order partial differential 
equation. In order to solve the one phase vertical flow equation 
a fmite difference grid may be set up as shown in Figure 1. 

z + 1+1 
z -I r---------------~ (1-I,n+l) 

~z I 
I (I-~, n +~) , 

t--------!,~-----__I (I, n + I) 
(I, n) I (I +~, n +~) 

~z I 

z + 1 1---------------...£ (I + I, n + I) 

FIGURE i_Finite difference grid 

The following fmile difference expressions can then be formulated 

h(I+I,n+~) = ~(h(I+I,n) + h(i+I,n+l)l (2) 

(3) 

Therefore 
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~ 
3z (i-~ . n+~) 

= _1- [~i.n) + ~i.n+I)-~i-l.n)-h{i-l . n+l)] 
2t:J.z 

(6) 

Let 

K (i+~. n+~) = % [K(i+I. n)+ K (i+l. n+1) + K{I. n) + K (i. n+l)] (7) 

Also 

Then equation (1) becomes 

C{h) ~ = L{K{h) ~) + ~ 
ill 3z 3z 3z 

In finite difference form equation (10) becomes 

..L C (I. n+~) [h (i. ri+l) - h (i. n)] 
lit 

(9) 

(IO) 

=~z 2~Z K(i+~.n+~) [h i+1•n + h(i+1 . n+1)_h(i. n)_h{l.n+l) 

- _I 
2t:J.z 

+.L 
tJ.z K (I +~. n+~) _ K (I -~. n+~) (II) 

Collect similar term and rearrange in general form the equation 
becomes 

~ h (i-I. n+l) + BI ~I. n+l) + CI h (1+1 . n+l) = DI 

where all the terms in n are contained in the right hand side. Di. 

and 

~ = I 
K(I_~. n+~) (13) - 21Si.' 

CI = I 
K(I+~. n+~) (14) 

- 2l1z' 
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Bi = L C (i. nH~) - A; - Ci 

_ A; h (i-I. n) + [_I C (i. n+~) + A; + Ci J h (i. n) 
L'.t 

_ C1 h(i+ I.n) + 2 L'.z [A;-Ci] 

(IS) 

(16) 

If the equation is expanded for each of the N-l internal node 
points of a finite difference grid of N intervals in the z direction, 
we have the fonowing set of tridiagonal simultaneous equations, 

= D, 

= D3 (17) 

We thus have a 1Iet of N-l equations in N + 1 unknowns. The 
solution of the equation requires the application of a top and 
bottom boundary condition to eliminate. the terms in n, and 
~ +1 respectively. The boundary conditions used f~.r stimulating 
gravity drainage in the numerical analysis were as fonows. 

a) upon boundary 

zero surface 

-K(h)(Pz + 1) = 0 = 0 t>O (18) 

b) lower boundary 

presence of water table 

h(z. t)z = -L ' - 0 t>O (19) 

The form of initial pressure head distribution used in the analysis 
was assumed to vary linearly form zero at the water table to the 
air entry value at the soil surface. 

QUASI-ANALYTICAL SOLUTION (GREEN AND AMPT APPROACH) . 

~e quasi-analytical solution is based on three assumptions: 

1. A sharp front exist between the saturated and unsaturated 
zone. 
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2. The pressure at the front equal to air entry value preullre. 
3. Above the front is dry soil and below it is saturated soil. 

The definition of parameters u#d in the analysis is shown in 
Figure 2. The differential equation for the downwards movement 
of the sharp draining front using Darcy's law may be written. 

t·o 1>0 

-time t 

FIGURE 2. Definition of parameters used in the Green and Ampt analysis 
falling water table in homogeneous profile. 

Nil ~ = _Ksst 
at 

1+ he 
[ . z - (L+Vt)l (20) 

Then & = -~t 1 he 
at Nil [ - L+Vt-z (21) 

If n ~ ~ (22) 
Nil 

Then at ~ - SlY! + {k+ (nhr - S1L) (23) 

at Vt-z+L 
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This may be written in general fQrm as 

ilz = At + Bz+C 
at at+bz+c 

The sQ\utiQn Qf equatiQn (24) is dependent UPQn whether 

Ab-aB=O or Ab-aB,=O 

and, 

(24) 

(25) 

when the cQefficients Qf equatiQn (23) are substituted in equation 
(25) it is apparent that for a homogeneous prome with q = 0, 
Ab - aB = O. Equation (24) can then be solved by introducing the 
transfonoations: 

n = t+~ z 
a 

giving 

an 
at 

= 

(26) 

(27) 

The variables in equation (27) are now separable giving the 
solution 

t = .2 + ac(a2 +bA)_a2 (ac + bC) 
(a2 +bA)2 

In [(a2 + bA) n + (ac + bC») + Const 

From equation (23) the coefficients may be written 

(28) 

A - -nV. B= n. C = nhr - nL, a=V. b=-1 (29) 

andc=L 

and, 

upon substitution (29) in equation (28) we obtain 

t = 

since 

_. _1_ Vn + nhr In [V(V+n)n+VL-nh-+ilL) 
V+$l V+n ."1 

+ _ constant 

n = t - ~ 
v 

(30) 

(31) 

it follows that n = 0 when t = ·0 hence the: constant in equation 
(30) may be written . 

constant = - nhr In (VL- nh. + nL) (32) 
(V+ 0)1 , 
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when t - !Lis substituted for n in equations (30) and (32) the 
v 

flow equation becomes 

,t = -z + ~ In [1 + (V+!l}(Vt-z) I 
n (v+n) VL-nbr+nL (33) 

DISCUSSION 

The applied initial and boundary conditions in both solutions are 
the same. The comparison is based on the calculation of the 
amount of water draining from the unsaturated zone to a moving 
water table. As shown in Figure 3 a: reasonable agreement was 
achieved 'between the two solutions. The quasi. analytical solution 
(Green and Ampt) approach developed here can be incorporated 
with saturated flow equation to calculate the distance between 
drains and to investigate the delayed yield phenomena in an 
unconfmed aquifer~' 

NOTATION 

C(h) specific capacity cm 
h pressure head cm 
z cartesian co-ordinates cm 
hf air entry value cm 
hio pressure head at the interface cm 

L initial distance of the water table cm 
:lu thickness of the upper layer cm 
Lu thickness of the lower layer cm 
Ku hydraulic conductivity of upper layer em/min 
KL hydraulic conductivity of lower layer cm/min 
68 difference between saturated water content and residual 

water content 
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